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Sammanfattning
Detta projekt gick ut på att konstruera en klocka som kan synkroniseras mot en extern källa.
Klockan skulle kunna hålla tiden mellan synkroniseringstillfällen då dessa kan vara glesa.
Den skulle också kunna lagra den nuvarande tiden till ett minne och föra ett register över
lagrade tider. Den nuvarande tiden och registret över lagrade tider ska kunna avläsas av
användaren och klockan ska också kunna ställas in så att den börjar räkna ned de 5 sista
sekunderna före en förvald minut. Jag har utfört detta arbete hemma med egen utrustning.
Som källa till synkroniseringen valde jag klocksignalen DCF-77 som sänds från Tyskland.
För att ta emot signalen använde jag mig av en billig AM-mottagare byggd speciellt för detta
ändamål. För själva klockan använde jag mig av en PIC-krets som jag programmerade i C.
Kretsen innehöll allt jag behövde som oscillator, RAM-minne med mera. Jag kopplade också
in en 3x16 tecken LCD-display till klockan, samt 4 enpoliga tryckknappar som
användargränssnitt.
Programmet bygger på en avbrottsrutin som med hjälp av en inbyggd timer är inställd att
köras varje hundradels sekund. Under denna avbrottsrutin körs alla andra funktioner. Dessa
funktioner inkluderar DCF-avkodare, inre klocka som håller tiden, LCD-drivrutin och
användargränssnitt.
Jag har lyckats ta emot klocksignalen från mottagaren men på grund av störningar från datorn
jag använder för att programmera PIC-kretsen har jag inte lyckats få någon användbar
mottagning nära datorn. Bortsett från denna motgång fungerar klockan som den ska då den
uppfyller alla andra kriterier.

Abstract
For this project I was planning to construct a clock that could be synchronized with an
external source. The clock should be able to keep the time between synchronizations as these
may be sparse. It also needed to be able to store the current time in a memory and keep a
register of stored times. The current time and the register must be viewable by the user and
the clock must also have the ability to count down the last five seconds prior to a minute
selected by the user. I have performed this work at home with my own equipments.
As an external source for the synchronization I have chosen the DCF-77 clock signal
broadcasted from Germany. To receive this signal I used a cheap AM receiver built
specifically for this purpose. For the actual clock I used a PIC microcontroller which I
programmed in C. The chip had all I needed including an oscillator and a RAM memory. I
also connected a 3x16 character LCD display to the clock as well as 4 1-pole buttons for the
user interface.
The program is built upon an interrupt routine that with help of an internal timer is set to
execute once every hundreds of a second. During this interrupt routine all other functions are
executed. These functions include a DCF decoder, an internal clock to keep the time, an LCD
driver and a user interface.
I have managed to read the clock signal from the receiver but due to interferences from the
computer I used to program the PIC chip, I have not been able to get any good reception close
to the computer. Apart from this setback the clock works as it should and it meets all other
criteria.
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Introduction
For this project I intend to build a clock. I will choose the methods and components
myself, perform all the necessary work and plan the time. The work must also be
related to electrical engineering.
I have a total of 10 weeks to complete the task, which also includes writing this report.
The clock needs not to be finished within this timeframe, but the work I have done will
be documented anyway.
When constructing this clock I will base my decisions on one possible user scenario:
One could imagine that two clocks like the one I intend to construct were used at a
rally race, where one would count down before the start of the race and the other
would be positioned at the goal keeping score on the competition. In order to measure
the passage of time between both events, the two clocks needs to be properly
synchronized. They cannot be allowed to stop just because they lost reception with
their source for synchronization, and they must be able to perform certain tasks related
to their implementation.
Given this scenario, a number of criteria can be listed as conditions for the clocks
completion. These are:
• The clock should have the ability to synchronize with an external source.
• The clock should be able to keep the time between synchronizing.
• It should be possible to easily read the time of a display.
• The clock should have the ability to do a 5 seconds countdown on any given
minute chosen by the user.
• The clock should be able to store the current time on command and keep a
register over recorded times.
There are also three implicit criteria that I must take into consideration. The first
criterion is that monetary concerns must be observed, which means that I will always
have to favor the cheaper alternatives over the more expensive ones. The second and
third are related to time constraints. I must use methods which I have at least a passing
familiarity with, and I must also not use methods that through sheer complexity eats up
all of the time I have budgeted for this project.
In the next section I will discuss the basis for creating this clock and what needs to be
done.
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Theory
Before I can engage in any practical work I must outline the needed parts that will
make up my clock. First of all I will need some kind of receiver to introduce the clock
signal to my system, and after that I would need a decoder to form the digital clock
variables I need to store on my system.
Even if the source from which I am to receive this clock signal is to be considered
reliable and indestructible, the same cannot be said about the signal itself. Conditions
beyond my control may cause the clock to lose its connection with the external source.
This means that the clock would either have to stop, a result which in the wrong
situation would be intolerable and would render the clock useless, or it would have to
keep the time at the best of its abilities, awaiting another chance to synchronize. The
source may also lack the temporal resolution needed for any accurate representation
and measurement of time. Say I want to measure the time at the finish line in a
resolution of a hundreds of a second and the external source transmits only once every
second. It wouldn’t work. Therefore I will need an internal clock that will with a
tolerable amount of accuracy increment the time at an even pace.
I will also need user input/output to make up the clocks interface. The input can be
made out of any type of switch or sensor. It is the specific implementation itself that
governs what kind of input devices are needed, so I will only be focusing on the inputs
communication with the interface. For the output however I will need something with
enough variability as to make the functions of the clock easily perceived. A flowchart
describing the clocks basic structure can be seen in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Basic clock flowchart
All the boxes in this flowchart must be replaced by actual components. The receiver
and the display will have to be realized through separate sets of components, while the
decoder, the internal clock and the interface will be made up by a single programmable
chip. For more information about the hardware, see section 3.
In the following section I will concentrate on synchronization.
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2.1. What’s the time?
Perhaps the most logical place to start is the receiver, and the search for a receiver is
really the search for an external source. I will list a few options that were available,
give a short description of them, and consider any advantages and disadvantages they
may have in relation to my project.
There are almost countless ways in which time is transmitted and thus almost countless
ways in which time can be received, from old striking clocks to global navigation
satellite systems and cheap radio clocks. Some of these options can be ruled out early
on as being impractical. Below I will be listing a few options that could be considered
viable and practical sources for time signals.
2.1.1 The internet
There are many sources on the World Wide Web to receive time using the
“Coordinated Universal Time (UTC)” time standard. Windows XP is an example of a
system which can use internet time to synchronize the bios clock of a PC.
For my own purposes this option really comes down to location and niche. The criteria
outlined in the introduction says nothing about portability or precisely where such a
clock would be placed, and it could be considered a comparably trivial task to write a
program which runs on a computer and makes use of the already existing operating
system to carry out its more complicated functions. Conversely, were I to build and
program a clock that was independent of a computer while still using the internet as
source, it would probably prove to be very difficult and time consuming.

2.1.2 Television
The clock I use most frequently at home to tell the time is the one on my satellite
receiver. A clock signal is also included in terrestrial television transmissions,
embedded in Teletext. Lacking any information on the structure of these transmissions,
as well as the large amount of accompanying data embedded in the signal makes this a
somewhat improbable solution. Not to mention the logistics of having to install a 60
cm satellite dish just to receive the time signal.

2.1.3 Global Positioning System (GPS)
Probably the most reliable and without a doubt the one with the best coverage is the
GPS-clock. These combine time estimates from multiple satellite atomic clocks to
provide an accurate clock signal. The receivers come in many forms, either as
standalone receivers for communication with PCs, as complete hand-held navigational
devices, or as terribly expensive wrist watches, only to mention a few. Most GPS
receivers use the NMEA protocol which would make any clock using GPS as a source
for synchronization less depended upon a specific piece of hardware. The receivers are
however rather expensive compared to other solutions.
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2.1.4 Locally produced time
It has occurred to me that the criteria I listed in the introduction never explicitly
required the clocks time to adhere to any global standards such as the Greenwich Mean
Time. I could in theory have a local source transmitting a time signal to two separate
clocks and have them both display the same time. One could also imagine a system
where there are two clocks in a form of master-slave relationship where one clock is
synchronized by the other.
This method has one inherit advantage and one inherit disadvantage. The advantage is
that I can choose the method of transmission myself, only limited by imagination and
practical circumstances. The disadvantage, beyond having to build and program two
separate devices just to prove that it works, is that while one method of transmission
may work on my desk where the distance between the two devices are very limited, it
may not work in a situation with a bigger gap in between the two. I could not
guarantee that the clock would even be capable of receiving the time signal in any
given implementation.

2.1.5 FM radio
One common source for synchronization of clocks that is used in many car stereos is
the Radio Data System (RDS). The signal is introduced into an audio signal at the
third harmonic of the pilot tone, using a subcarrier of 57 kHz. Along with the time, the
signal may also carry information about station, program and traffic.
FM receivers are extremely common place and are comparably easy to construct. A
clock using RDS as a source for its time signal would have to be tuned in to a specific
radio station and stay on this station.

2.1.6 Longwave radio
There are several radio broadcasts around the world that are only dedicated to
transmitting the time. In Europe there are primarily two such broadcasts. One being
the MFS, located in Cumbria, United Kingdom and the other is the DCF-77 broadcast
located south-east of Frankfurt, Germany. Both broadcasts’ time is based on atomic
clocks and their signals can be received within a certain radius from their transmitters.
The DCF-77 is the only one of these two that has coverage where I live, so I will focus
on that particular broadcast. DCF-77 as a source for clock synchronization is
commonly used in radio clocks, which are cheap and come in many different designs.
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2.2. The time is… (DCF-77)
As I am somewhat limited by time and money I favor the cheap and simple
alternative. I searched the internet for projects similar to the one I was going to work
on in order to get a better practical background on how to solve the problem. I came
across a cheap DCF-77 receiver which seemed to cover my needs. The simplicity of
the receiver and the wealth of information available on the time signal itself made this
my first choice.
In the following section I will give a brief explanation of the signal itself and its
general structure. Technical information about the time signal is taken from two
websites that are listed in the Reference section of this report under [1] and [2]. For
the receiver itself, see section 3.1.

2.2.1 Coverage
As earlier stated, the transmitter is positioned in Frankfurt, Germany. The range in
which reception is possible depends upon several factors, such as the time of day, the
weather, type, size, direction and position of the antenna as well as the existence of
local noise. Assuming a commercial receiver, the range that is often cited for an
adequate reception is 2000 km [2]. This is enough to cover most of Europe, from
Spain to Greece to most parts of Sweden. Using my small and cheap receiver
described in section 3.1, the range admittedly shrinks somewhat.

2.2.2 The signal
The signal itself is a digital binary code sent with a baud rate of 1 symbol per second.
It repeats every minute, sending 59 bits describing the time and date of the following
minute using BCD code for time and normal binary representation for date (See table
1).
BCD, or ‘Binary Coded Decimal’, means that all digits will be sent separately, so that
for instance ‘23’ will be sent as 0010 0011 (2 3), instead of 00010111 (23). The bits
are represented by a form of pulse width modulation where by the amplitude of the
signal drops by 25% under the span of either 100 ms or 200 ms depending on whether
the bit is a ‘0’ or a ‘1’. For a more visual representation, see figure 2.
The signal is then amplitude modulated with a carrier frequency of 77.5 kHz.

Figure 2: Demodulated DCF signal
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2.2.3 Data structure
The transmitter sends 59 bits per minute, which contains amongst other things current
time and date. During the last bit (bit 59) modulation stops and the signal stays at full
amplitude for a whole second. Table 1 outlines the data sent under the course of one
minute.
Table 1: DCF signal data structure
Bit #

Description

0

Minute Mark

1:14

Information provided by BBK and Meteo Time

15

Antenna status, reports irregularities in control facilities

16

Daylight savings

17:18

Time zone (Central European Time or Central European Summer Time)

19

Announcement of leap second

20

Start of date information

21:24

Minutes ones

25:27

Minutes tens

28

Parity minutes, compliments BCD to an even number of ones

29:32

Hours ones

33:34

Hours tens

35

Parity hours, compliments BCD to an even number of ones

36:41

Calendar day (not BCD)

42:44

Week day.

45:49

Calendar month (not BCD)

50:57

Calendar year, last two digits (not BCD)

58

Parity date, compliments data to an even number of ones

59

No modulation (sync bit)
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2.3. Programming language
To create the decoder, the internal clock and the interface I will need to use some form
of programming language. As I am somewhat limited by time I prefer not to use a
language that I am unfamiliar with. The choice comes down to the proficiency of the
programming language, my ability to program and test the circuit and cost. Below are
three options I considered before starting this project.

2.3.1 VHDL
VHDL is not really a programming language but rather a hardware description
language. However, I did consider using it to construct my clock as I had some
experience in the language and found it easy to write in. It is used to program Field
Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA), and borrows heavily from C.
The language proved itself to be unsuitable due to its handling of variables. A FPGA
does not have a RAM memory and must store its data in latches. As I need to store and
keep a registry over times, I need an amount of memory that affordable FPGA’s
simply cannot provide.

2.3.2 Assembly language
Assembly language covers a large array of hardware. The programming language often
uses different syntax depending on the manufacturer of the hardware that is to be
programmed. Programming in Assembly can be difficult and time consuming if more
advanced functions are required in my program which makes this a secondary choice
for me.

2.3.3 C
C is my preferred programming language. It does not have the broad hardware
compatibility that Assembly language has, but I find it much easier to program. The
uniformity of the language and the fact that it is extremely commonplace means that I
can easily find help if I run into problems regarding syntax.

2.3.4 Chosen programming language
I have chosen to use C to program my clock. I find it easier to split the program up
into smaller parts and to find potential errors in C code than in Assembly. To chose a
language that I am more familiar with will give me more time for solving problems
related to the actual task and will require less time of getting accustomed with the
syntax of the language.
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Hardware
My clock now comprises of three components, as per the flow chart in figure 1, section 2.
One of these components is the DCF-77 receiver which I will discuss in the following
section. Another component is the PIC microcontroller mentioned earlier, and the third
component is an LCD screen. I will not describe the controls themselves beyond how
they interact with these components.

3.1. Receiver
The receiver has a built in 77.5 kHz oscillator and an AM demodulator. It also comes
with a ferrite antenna. It outputs its signal in the form displayed in figure 2 (section 2.2.2)
using an NPN open collector. There is also an inverted output where the gaps seen in
figure 2 are represented by pulses with an amplitude of 25% if Vdd.
A picture of the receiver can be seen in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Simple DCF-77 receiver
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3.2. PIC microcontroller
Though the PIC microcontroller comes in a range of sizes and costs, the general
structure is largely the same. They have an EPROM program memory where the
written program is stored, a smaller RAM which is used by the program to store
variables during operation, an internal oscillator to run the program counter, and
shared input/output pins. The chips can also differ quite a lot a size, ranging from DIL6 to DIL-40 and is also available as PLCC. The number of pins on the chip generally
governs the number of inputs/outputs available, and is often related to the amount of
memory available on the chip.
There are several families of products which are distinguished by the first two numbers
in the chips name. The cheapest and simplest is the baseline family which operates
with 12-bit instructions and comprises the whole PIC10 series as well as some PIC12
and PIC16 devices. After that comes the mid-range family (PIC12 and most of PIC16)
which operates with 14-bits instructions, and in the other end of the spectrum the highend family, which operates with a 16-bit instruction set and comprises of PIC17,
PIC18 and PIC24 devices.
For my own purposes, writing the program in C, the best alternative was a 16-bit high
end device. Cheaper devices can also be programmed using C, but the programming
language is not officially supported for them.
My choice was the PIC18F1320 device. I found it to have the necessary number of
inputs/outputs and memory. Some features included in this device are listed below.
• 8 kilobytes EPROM program memory
• 256 bytes RAM
• 16 digital I/O
• 7 analog inputs with 10-bit A/D converters
• 8-/16-bit timers
• DIL18 package
• Internal 8 Mhz oscillator
• Priority levels for interrupts
As one can conclude by the list above, there are 23 possible inputs but only 18 pins on
the device. This is because the pins can have several different functions and must be
defined in the program code before usage.
In figure 4 the pin layout for the PIC chip is shown. The digital I/Os are divided into
two ports: port A and port B, where the “R” prefixes signifies possible digital I/Os and
the “AN” prefixes signifies possible analog inputs. The OSC1 and OSC2 pins can be
used to connect an external oscillator with a frequency of up to 40 MHz. The source of
this material is referenced at [3].
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Figure 4: Pin layout for PIC18F1320

3.3. Display
When it came to choosing a display, I only had one option that was of any interest and
that was an LCD character display. These contains built in controller circuits which
can receive single bytes, either through an 8-bit interface where all bits are sent
parallel, through a 4-bit interface where the controller has to receive 4 bits at a time, or
using a serial interface. The inputs on the controller which receives data are
collectively called the data bus.
The display allows for an easy method of communicating with the user as well as
providing feedback during testing of the clock. The LCD’s controller circuit contains
the entire ASCII table which allows for an easy method of displaying digits and text.
The actual display is a dot matrix LCD where each character is represented by 5x8
dots.
I chose the model EA DOG-M163x-A which has the ability to display 3 rows of
ASCII characters with 16 characters per row. Built into this display is the ST7036
controller which handles the displays interface. I also chose to use a 4-bit interface as I
found it a good compromise between efficiency of time and efficiency of PIC outputs.
More information on the LCD and its controller circuit can be found in the data sheets,
referenced as [4] and [5].
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3.4. Test circuit
In figure 5 there is a photograph of the clock in operation. The PIC microcontroller is
connected to the LCD display, a primitive type of controls and a voltage regulator. The
two black wires that are cut off by the upper edge of the image are connected to a 9V
battery and provide power to the clock when it is not connected to the PC.
Normally the clock was powered by a small USB programmer called PICkit 2, which
was connected to the PIC microcontroller throughout testing.

Figure 5: Clock in operation (missing decoder)
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Software
As I mentioned earlier, I will be writing the program for the clock in C. The program
will be written in MPLAB IDE v7.52 from Microchip Technology Inc and be
compiled using a student version of MPLAB C18 v3.10. I will be programming the
PIC circuit itself with the PICkit 2 from Microchip Technology Inc.
I will not include the entire source code in this section as that would put an unintended
focus on syntax and minor programming ‘tricks’. I feel that it doesn’t add anything in
terms of explaining how the clock works for the reader. The report will instead be
focusing on functions, the structure and rationale behind my programming decisions.
Some code will however be included just to serve as examples.

4.1. Overview
First, as a reminder of the general structure of the clock which was outlined in figure 1
(section 2), the three basic parts of the clock that needs to be written are:
• Decoder
• Internal clock
• Interface
In addition to these three, due to the nature of the hardware chosen, two extra parts
must be added. These are:
• Initialization
• LCD-driver
I will describe all five parts in greater details in the following sections.
To make the program and the finished clock both practical and functional as a realtime system, the program has to conform to two basic principles. First of all it has to
run at the same pace all the time, it cannot under any circumstances slow down just
because the user has accessed certain more complex functionalities that require longer
execution time. The clock must be able to increase the time stored in the current time
variables by one hundreds of a second, perform an arbitrary number of tasks and then
be ready to increase the stored time by another hundreds of a second at exactly the
right moment. This could not be accomplished using simple delays as there would be
no way to predict what input the clock would receive, and thus what instructions it
needed to execute in between changing the current time variables.
The solution is to write an interrupt routine and to tie it to one of the timers built into
the PIC chip (see section 3.2). If a timer and an interrupt routine can be set up to run a
sequence of code once every hundreds of a second, and all the necessary functions had
time to execute during this timeframe then the first principle regarding an even pace
would be satisfied.
The second principle the clock has to conform to is a consequence of it being a realtime system. It must be perceived from the user’s point of view as fast and responsive.
This raises the question of whether the inputs should be given their own interrupt
routines, meaning that they could interrupt the internal clocks interrupt routine or in
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turn be interrupted by the internal clock, or whether they should share interrupts with
the internal clock and only read once every hundreds of a second.
I choose only to use one interrupt routine for all functions of the clock, which means
that the clock will read from the receiver, increase the current time variables, read
from the PICs inputs and send data to the LCD display all under the timeframe of 10
milliseconds. If there is not enough time to perform all the required tasks during this
timeframe the clock will begin to slow down. However this can be compensated, if
necessary, by using an external oscillator and thus increasing the clock frequency of
the PIC. One could also argue that regardless of how the interrupt routines are set up,
the PIC’s processor would still have to process and execute the same amount of code.
One advantage of using a single interrupt routine is that it ensures that all aspects are
running smoothly. One thing that I’ve noticed from using the timer on my rather cheap
cell phone is that the time does not seem to be incremented at an even pace. Some
seconds appear to be longer than others. Despite this, the clock is neither too fast nor
too slow in the longer run. One explanation for this is that the driver for the display has
a low interrupt priority level, causing it to not be properly synchronized with the
phones internal clock. This is something I wanted to avoid.
A disadvantage, which to a degree was always unavoidable, is that using the same
interrupt routine for all functions limits the temporal resolution of the clocks inputs to
10 milliseconds. For simple navigation using the controls and for reading data from the
DCF-77 receiver this is more than enough, but the clock must also serve as a timer.
One of the criteria the clock had to fulfill was the ability to store the current time in
case the peripheral input received a signal. The received signal, which may for instance
come from a sensor placed at the finish line of a race, would have to be set high long
enough for the clock to read the input.
In the next section I will explain the initialization process and explain further how the
timer controlling the interrupt routine works.

4.2. Initialization and the interrupt routine
This section will mostly be focusing on setting up I/Os and the interrupt routine.
Probably the most time consuming part of the initialization process is setting up the
LCD-display, however I will not describe this procedure in any details until later.
As mentioned earlier, I will be using an interrupt routine based on an internal timer. In
the PIC18F1320 there are four timers to choose from, these can be set to run at either
8-bit (0-FFh) or 16-bit (0-FFFFh). I will be using Timer0 in 16-bit mode.
Timer0 is basically a counter that after activation is incremented once every fourth
clock cycle until it reaches its max value, overflows and stops. When this happens, a
flag called TMR0IF is set. If the interrupt handler is set up to read this flag, it will
execute the interrupt routine I have set up as soon as the flag is set high. Inside this
interrupt routine I must reset the TMR0IF flag as well as the value stored in Timer0.
By picking the correct pre-load value to be stored in Timer0 at each reset I can set the
frequency in which the TMR0IF flag will be activated and thus how often the interrupt
routine will execute. The formula, based on this knowledge, for calculating the
frequency of the Timer0 interrupt is displayed below:
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The formula assumes Timer0 is set up in 16-bit mode.
If I use the highest frequency provided by the internal oscillator in the PIC
microcontroller which is 8 MHz, and I want an interrupt frequency of 100 Hz (once
every hundred of a second), the formula gives me a preload value of 45536. This
means that Timer0 must be set to 45536 after each reset.
However, based on tests the frequency turned out not to be correct as the clock would
run too slow. I had to increase the preload value somewhat to set the correct pace of
the clock. The actual value used in the program is 45770. The timer would now count
from 45770 to 65536 (FFFFh) instead of 45534 to 65536 which results in a more
frequent overflow and thus a higher interrupt frequency, making the clock run faster.
One very probable reason why this had to be done is that the formula above does not
take into consideration that the timer is in fact stationary in between setting the
interrupt flag, activating the interrupt routine, and being reset and preloaded. This
takes a certain number of clock cycles to perform, something which must be
compensated for in the preload value.
The entire initialization procedure is shown in figure 6.
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Figure 6: Initialization routine for clock
Now the program is stuck at the last command in the process listed in figure 6,
awaiting the interrupt routine to start. If the interrupt routine has a run time of over 10
milliseconds, the next interrupt will not occur until the current one is finished. The
interrupt routine shown in figure 7 encompasses almost the entire existing program,
and works as a summary.
The subroutines that are executed under each interrupt are not always of the same
length as they may need to perform different tasks each time. The “idle” section
(shown in figure 7) of the interrupt routine functions as a buffer that allows the length
of the subroutines to fluctuate. Thanks to this, the clock can operate at a steady pace.
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Figure 7: Interrupt routine

4.3. Decoder
As I explained in section 2.2, the clock signal from the DCF receiver is a pulse width
modulated binary code with a symbol rate of 1 symbol per second. The width of the
pulse varies between two lengths, 100 milliseconds for ‘0’ and 200 milliseconds for
‘1’. The amplitude of the signal varies between two set values depending on whether I
choose to use the regular output or the inverted output. At any rate, there will be two
set amplitudes where one will signify the pulse and the other the space in between the
pulses. Loss of signal reception will also be represented as a space in between the
pulses.
Now, unfortunately I was not able to test any code properly on my receiver as
reception was too poor. Due to the way the PIC programmer had to be connected to
my PIC chip, my clock was rendered quite immobile and could not be removed from
the computer I used to program and power it, which also served as a great source of
interference. I was however able to connect the receiver to a LED and get good
reception when I moved the receiver away from the computer. I also measured the
outputs with a multi-meter and confirmed that the output shifted predictably between
two amplitudes under two set durations once every second. This section will be based
upon knowledge taken from references [1] and [2] which are related to the DCF signal.
I will refer to the two amplitudes as ‘0’ and ‘1’ where ‘0’ is the amplitude that the
receiver outputs in between the pulses and ‘1’ is the amplitude outputted during a
pulse. In reality these will be either 0% and 25% or 100% and 75% of Vdd.
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A counter will measure the length of each pulse by incrementing each time the input is
‘1’ and reset each time the input is ‘0’. A second counter will do the exact opposite and
thus measure the length in between the pulses to detect any drop in signal reception.
There are three conditions that are of interest. If the counter measuring the length of
the pulse is higher than 11 (110 milliseconds) then the decoder will interpret it as a
one. If the pulse is shorter than 11 but longer than 9 then the received signal will be
interpreted as a zero. The reason why I would want to use 11 instead of 20 (200
milliseconds) and 9 instead of 10 (100 milliseconds) is that the decoder will most
likely miss a portion of the pulse due to the interrupt routine not being synchronized
with the receiver output. The third condition is where the second counter has reached
100, which means that a full second has passed without any pulse. This would either
signify a loss in signal reception or the sync bit mentioned in table 1, section 2.2.3.
Given a way to interpret the single bits and the information in table 1, I can form a bitby-bit description of portion of the signal that is of interest. This can be seen in table 2.
Table 2: Bit-by-bit description of time signal
Data
Bit

Minute
21
»

Data
Bit

22

40

23

24

Minute ·10

P

25

28

26

27

42

43

44

29

30

31

32

Month

Week day
41

Hour

45

46

47

Hr·10

P

33

35

34

Day of month »
36

37

38

Year (last two digits)
48

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

39
P

56

57

58

I will be using another counter for moving through this table as a pointer and
determining what action needs to be taken depending on how the decoder has
interpreted the signal. All of the variables to be read from the signal (minutes, hours,
day of month…) will have a dedicated temporary variable each where data is being
stored throughout the decoding process. All these temporary variables are initialized as
empty.
If the interpreted bit is a zero, the decoder will do nothing except increase the pointer
to the next position in the table. An exception to this is when the pointer is set on a ‘P’
which stands for “Parity bit”. The actions taken in this case will be explained below.
If the interpreted bit is a one, the decoder will not only increment the pointer but also
increase the appropriate temporary variable with the decimal value represented by the
bits position in the table. So for instance, if the pointer is set on bit 26 and the input
from the receiver is interpreted as a one, the temporary “minutes” variable will be
increased by 20. This action will of course be taken before the pointer is increased.
The decoder must also keep track on whether the number of ones are even or odd, as
the parity bit will be chosen on broadcast to make sure that the number of one’s
including the parity bit are even. To do this, a variable which has been initialized with
the value 1 will be multiplied by -1 each time the decoder interprets the input signal as
one, and reset after each parity check. If this variable is positive after the parity bit,
which may also cause a multiplication by -1, the number of ones is even and the data
has probably been transmitted successfully.
If the signal is not interpreted as either a one or a zero but rather as the third
alternative, a loss of reception, the decoder will check the pointer and take one of two
actions depending on its value.
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If the pointers value is less or more than 58 then some error has occurred. The pointer,
the parity variable and the temporary time variables will be reset resulting in a
complete reset of the whole decoder.
If the pointers value is exactly 58, then the receiver is ‘receiving’ the sync bit which
means the decoder has received all the data needed for synchronization. It will now
copy all the temporary time variables over to the current time variables, and proceed
with resetting the decoder for another synchronization attempt.
The decoder will only be interested in reading the 3 last bits of the “years” variable as
the internal clock which I will describe in the following section only counts 4 years.

4.4. Internal clock
The “internal clock”, as I’ve chosen to call it is really just a routine created to
increment the current time clock variables.
As I mentioned earlier, this subroutine is called under the interrupt routine which
means that it will be executed once every hundred of a second. Every time it is
executed the hundreds of a second variable is incremented by 1. If this variable
reaches 100 it will be reset to 0 and the seconds variable will be incremented. The
seconds variable in turn will be reset once it reaches 60 at which point the minute
variable will be incremented.
And so it continues all the way up to the variable for years. The internal clock also
takes into consideration the number of days in each month as well as leap year. The
reason for this is not that the clock is intended to run for months without
synchronization, but rather because it is impossible to foresee when the receiver might
lose reception.
The criteria laid out in the introduction never required that the clock needed to display
the date, so this portion of the program could have been reduced quite a bit. Though I
decided that having the ability to display date was worth the short time it took to
expand the subroutine.

4.5. LCD driver
One of the more time consuming parts of this project turned out to be getting the LCD
to work properly. Many LCD character display controllers are compatible with the
HD44780 from Hitachi which is generally looked upon as a standard. Therefore, there
are also standardized drivers available for download on the internet that takes care of
all the initialization procedures as well as data transfers. And even though the data
sheet for my particular controller stated that it was compatible with this standard, the
display just would not work with any pre-written drivers. The whole process was made
more difficult by the fact that I had to work without any feedback from the display at
all. This is because the controller will not show any characters on the display until it is
properly set up, so a faulty set up shows no results whatsoever.
It turned out that my LCD was not completely compatible with the HD44780 after all,
so I was faced with two options. Either I would have to edit an already existing driver
to suit my LCD, or I would have to write a new driver from scratch.
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The source codes for the already existing drivers were often hard to follow and by
expanding them they became almost unreadable. I came to the conclusion from days of
pouring over data sheets and interpreting code that I understood the workings of the
LCD driver well enough to write my own driver. This carried with it two extra
advantages. If an error occurred I would be in a better position to correct it as I would
know all the code, and when it comes to explaining the driver in this report, having
written it myself will make it easier.
The driver itself is based on a series of subroutines which I will describe below. The
simplest subroutines will be described first, and the more advanced subroutines which
are dependent upon the simpler ones, will be described towards the end.
This LCD driver will when completed allow me to use a simple command to write out
strings of characters to my LCD display. It should make programming the interface
easier.

4.5.1 Delays
When working with the LCD controller it is necessary to introduce delays in between
certain commands as to allow the controller time to process them. For instance,
clearing the display requires a delay of over 1.6 milliseconds during which time I
cannot send any new commands to the controller. Below is an example of how a delay
function is written.
void delay50ms (void)
{
int i=0;
for(i=0;i<5000;i++)
Nop();
}
The PIC will be stuck in this loop until the variable has reached its goal of 5000. By
changing this number the length of the delay can be altered.

4.5.2 Start read
I need to inform the controller that I have put data on the data bus and that it is time to
read this data. In order to do this, a new signal called ‘E’ is introduced. If a pulse is
transmitted in the ‘E’ signal, the controller will read from the data bus at the falling
edge of this pulse. The principle for this is shown in figure 8, where DB0:DB3
signifies the 4-bit data bus I intend to use.
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Figure 8: Reading from data bus

4.5.3 Send instruction
When communicating with the LCD controller through a 4-bit interface there are two
lengths of instructions, one has the length of byte (8 bits) and one has the length of half
a byte (4 bits). Figure 9 below describes the processes for sending both 4-bit
instructions and 8-bit instructions.

Figure 9: Send 4-bit or 8-bit instruction
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I need to introduce a Register Select signal and set it to ‘high’ in order for the
controller to interpret the data on the data bus as an instruction. To send an 8-bit
instruction through a 4-bit interface the instruction must be divided into two halves.
The upper half of the byte consists of bit4:bit7 while the lower half includes bit0:bit3
of the complete 8-bit instruction.

4.5.4 Initialize display
Now, given two simple commands for sending instructions to the LCD controller, I
can with help of an example initialization routine taken from the LCD controllers data
sheet [4] start my display up and make it ready for receiving and displaying ASCII
characters.
The routine itself involves a total of 10 commands, which among other things sets the
data interface to 4-bit, the data length to 8 bits (one byte), sets the LCD controllers
internal clock frequency to 380 kHz, sets display contrast and eventually turns the
display ON.
This procedure is the main reason why my display is not compatible with the available
drivers on the internet. As it includes more functionality, it must also have a longer
initialization routine to set everything up properly.

4.5.5 Send character
The function for sending a character works almost exactly like the one for sending an
8-bit instruction, with the difference that Register Select is set high (RS = 1). I have
chosen to call this function LCD_char.
Given a function that allows me to send a single character to my display it is a simple
task to send a string of characters. All that is needed is a loop which runs through the
entire the string and calls the LCD_char function for each character. This function is
called LCD_string.
I also want to be able to send integers to my display. This has proven to be more
difficult as I have yet to find a function that will allow me to convert integers to ASCII
characters. If I were to send the integer directly to the LCD using LCD_char, I would
only get the ASCII character which position in the ASCII table corresponds to the
integer.
As I only needed to be able to display two digit integers I could make things pretty
easy. By making use of the fact that all digits are positioned in succession in the ASCII
table, all I had to do was to separate the two digits and send them one by one. By
adding ‘48’ to a single digit I could get the corresponding ASCII character and send it
to my LCD using the LCD_char command. This new command is called
LCD_integer.
I also created a small function that would set the pointer in the data register to the
beginning of any given row on the display. The command is called LCD_row and has
three possible integer inputs (1, 2 and 3) signifying the three rows on my LCD screen.
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Here is an example of how these four commands can be used in an interface, with the
results the code has on the display shown in figure 10.
LCD_row(1);
LCD_string(“The time is:
”);
LCD_row(2);
LCD_string(“
“);
LCD_integer(current_time.hours);
LCD_char(‘:’);
LCD_integer(current_time.minutes);
LCD_char(‘:’);
LCD_integer(current_time.seconds);
LCD_string(“
“);
LCD_row(3);
If (current_time.hours > 21)
LCD_string(“Good night
”);
Else
LCD_string(“
”);

Figure 10: LCD output example
Whenever a character is written to the data register it replaces the character that was
previously stored in the same address. Note the empty string following the Else
command in the code example above, had I not added that empty string the “Good
night” message would never disappear as it would never be overwritten.
The LCD screen also has a feature called “Double Height Fonts” where two rows can
be merged into one and allow for fonts with twice the height of normal fonts to be
displayed. Since I will be using this feature in the user interface I have made yet
another function called LCD_layout which enables/disables and sets the position, if
any, of the double height fonts.
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Figure 11 shows that a total of 6 wires are needed for my 4-bit interface with the LCD,
where PIC18F1320 is the programmable chip and ST7036 is the LCD controller.

Figure 11: 4-bit interface with LCD controller

4.6. User interface
Given an easy method of displaying text and integers on my LCD, I can now start
building the user interface. First of all I need to create a list over things this interface
should cover. This goes back to the initial criteria set up in the introduction.
• Display the time either as timer or as normal clock
• Store the current time when given a signal
• List all the times that are stored in the register
• Reset this register list
• Set the countdown timer and also be able to turn it off
• Display countdown when required
For input I have chosen 4-way navigation (up, down, left, right) as well as an external
input for activating the storing of the current time. This external input could be a
sensor or a button. All inputs will be 1-pole breakers which means that once a button is
pressed, the program execute the required function once. And if the user wants to
execute this function again, or whatever function now is associated with that specific
button he will have to release the button and press it down again. The program is
obviously not allowed to halt as a button is pressed down as this would stop the clock,
so each button must be accompanied with a temporary variable. Table 3 describes how
this variable is used.
Table 3: 1-pole breaker in operation
Button is pressed? Temporary value is high? Result:
No

No

Nothing

Yes

No

Temporary value is set high and
function is executed
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I have chosen to divide the user interface in five separate modes of display. These
modes will be listed with explanations and examples of how they may look.

4.6.1 Display Time
As mentioned earlier, the clock should be able to display the time in two separate
views, one being the “normal clock” where both date and time are readable, and the
other is “timer” where one can read the time in hundreds of a second and also keep
track of the last stored time. These two display views can be seen in figure 12.

Figure 12: Normal time display and timer display
The “#14: 23:58:22.62” text in the timer view signifies the last stored time. This will
be viewable until another time is stored or until the user navigates away from this
view.

4.6.2 Display register
Another display mode I will be using is the Display Register mode, this lists the
recorded times available in memory three at a time. The user can scroll through the list
by using the up- and down button. An example of how it may look can be seen in
figure 13.

Figure 13: An example of recorded times being displayed
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4.6.3 Set countdown
Perhaps the most complicated portion of the interface is the one relating to the
countdown. The interface allows the user to set 5 different variables:
• Minutes
• Tens of minutes
• Hours
• Tens of hours
• Countdown ON/OFF
View countdown timer in figure 14 is the default view that allows the user to review
the countdown timer settings, while the set countdown timer allows the user to alter
these settings.

Figure 14: The two views available in the set countdown mode

4.6.4 Automated countdown
If the countdown has been turned ON, the clock will automatically change the user
interface to the automated countdown mode 5 seconds prior to when the countdown
timer is set. For instance, if the countdown is set to 12:00 the user interface will change
automatically at 11:59:55. This does not happen if the user interface is in the set
countdown timer (4.6.3) mode for obvious reasons.
If the current_time.seconds variable is set to ‘0’ during the automated
countdown, the countdown time is over and the user interface will be set to display
timer (4.6.1). The automated countdown display mode also informs the viewer if the
clock has stored any time during countdown. In a race situation where the clock is
positioned at the start of the race, this would be considered a head start. The
countdown proceeds as usual, but the display has changed. An example of a
countdown in progress can be seen in figure 15. Both the regular view, and the head
start view is shown in this figure.

Figure 15: Automated countdown display mode
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4.6.5 Reset register
In its initial state, the register is “empty”, which means that all variables (hours,
minutes, seconds and hundreds of a second) in all slots will be set to ‘0’. In order to
distinguish an actual recorded time from an empty time slot, an index is introduced.
This index is a normal integer which points to the latest slot to be filled with a
recorded time. When the register is reset, the data in each slot remains intact but the
index is set to ‘0’. Any recording of time that follows a reset will simply overwrite the
old data.
The interface is for this operation is shown in figure 16.

Figure 16: Reset register display mode

Figure 17: Data flow
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4.6.6 Layout
In figure 18 the entire layout of the user interface is shown as a flowchart. The
direction of the arrows relates to the buttons on the 4-way navigational controls. Note
that events relating to the peripheral input used for recording time are not shown in this
flowchart. In figure 17 one can see how the variables discussed in this and previous
sections interact with the user interface.
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4.7. RAM memory
One problem I encountered with the user interface was that my chip’s entire RAM
seemed to have been used up. As I needed all the RAM memory I could get to store
recorded times in, and as memory used by the variables I had made use of in my
program did not exceed the PIC18F1320 advertised 256 bytes limit I started to
investigate how I could free up more memory.
It turned out that a file which I had not considered more than an unknown necessity for
compiling my program was the key to solve the problem. This file is called the “linker
script”.
The linker script is a small configuration file that tells the compiler where the PIC
chips memory is allocated and how it is divided. There are three memory allocations
which lay claim to the chips onboard RAM memory. One of these is the access bank
which is used by the PIC chip to store intermediate computational values, local
variables of subroutines among other things. Another area is the general purpose
register (GPR) which can be uses to store global variables. The third area is the stack.
Most of my variables, including the recorded times register are global so I can assume
that the GPR has been filled. The linker script allows me to reduce the size of both the
access bank and the stack so to make more room for the GPR and for my register.
After I expanded the GPR I could increase the number of recorded times from 8 to 35
which I find a sufficient number for now. Each recorded time uses up 4 bytes.
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Conclusion
The clock, though admittedly somewhat crude in its current state is functional and
stable. There are no crashes or unexpected behaviors. Using a programmable PIC
microcontroller allowed me to combine all the functions I needed in a small chip,
functions that otherwise may have required a number of circuits to achieve. As the
program was written in C, I was able to focus on modularity. With the program being
modular, I could disable or completely remove one function of the clock and still leave
the rest of the functions working properly. Likewise I could add new functions to the
clock without having to alter and endanger any already existing and working functions.
This allowed me to save a lot of time during testing.
The choice to use an ASCII character display, though causing a lot of problems in the
beginning of this project provided the diversity to allow for a user interface advanced
enough to make the functions both controllable and easily perceived by the user. Using
a graphical display would have improved this even further, but would have been too
time consuming and probably too expensive to be worth its benefits.
I was a little disappointed that I could not test the decoder properly as this was a
central piece of the project. However I am confident that with more time and a lot of
testing it would work properly. Using a different source for synchronizing could have
provided better results.
As this project was not a quest for information in and of itself and as all the search for
information I did was geared towards solving practical problems, no conclusions can
be drawn from its near completion other than that it was a very interesting task to work
on and that I learned a lot during the course of this project.
Long before I started this project I had already laid out the general structure of the
clock, what problems I would encounter and for most parts how to solve these
problems once they occurred. I believe that thinking things through before starting was
crucial for not wasting time on dead ends.
In short, everything works as intended except for the receiver.
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